Résumé. 2014 Deux modèles sont proposés pour résoudre la structure du nitrate de sodium près de Abstract 2014 Two models are proposed to solve the sodium nitrate structure near the order-disorder phase transition (Tc = 276 °C). The first model is built with the static disorder assumption between the two equilibrium positions of NO-3 ions. In this case, disorder is characterized by an order parameter : ~. For the second model, a onedimensional orientational probability function is introduced to take disorder into account. In the latter formalism, a coupling between NO-3 rotations around the three fold axis and translations along the same axis has been introduced. Comparison between the two models shows that the static model can be held to be valid while the square root of the rotational mean square amplitude is lower than 12°. Structure determination by the two models yields equivalent fits for temperatures below ~ 250 °C, fits with the second model become better for temperatures above 250 °C . Equiprobability curves display the NO-3 ion jump mechanism between their two equilibrium positions : the rotation around the three-fold axis is made via a translation so that the distance between oxygen atoms and the nearest neighbour Na+ ion stays approximately constant during the jump.
Abstract 2014 Two models are proposed to solve the sodium nitrate structure near the order-disorder phase transition (Tc = 276 °C). The first model is built with the static disorder assumption between the two equilibrium positions of NO-3 ions. In this case, disorder is characterized by an order parameter : ~. For the second model, a onedimensional orientational probability function is introduced to take disorder into account. In the latter formalism, a coupling between NO-3 rotations around the three fold axis and translations along the same axis has been introduced. Comparison between the two models shows that the static model can be held to be valid while the square root of the rotational mean square amplitude is lower than 12°. Structure determination by the two models yields equivalent fits for temperatures below ~ 250 °C, fits with the second model become better for temperatures above 250 °C (Tc -26 °C). Equiprobability curves display the NO-3 ion jump mechanism between their two equilibrium positions : the rotation around the three-fold axis is made via a translation so that the distance between oxygen atoms and the nearest neighbour Na+ ion stays approximately constant during the jump. R 3 m), the N03 ions occupying one of the two previous equilibrium positions [1] (Fig 1) . In fact, coherent neutron scattering measurements indicate the presence of a certain amount of disorder in the low temperature phase near the transition point [2, 3] .
The aim of this study is to determine the structure of NaN03 below the transition temperature. To group on one of its equilibrium positions is of the order of magnitude of the lattice vibration period.
In the first case, for a lattice such as NaN03, the order parameter can be defined as [2] :
where P+ (P-) is the probability for a N03 group to be in the one (or other) position on its site for the space group R 3 c. The N03 ions are regarded as rigid and for the thermal vibration, « classical » T-L-S tensors are introduced. In a previous structure determination of sodium nitrate [4] , an attempt has been made to introduce the order parameter below Tc, ; but unfortunately, certain temperature factors decrease suddenly when the temperature rises close to T c. In the same way, the reliability index increases (from 4 % at 230 °C to 9.2 % at 268 '°C).
In the second case, the oxygen atom positions are determined using an orientational probability function, the N03 ions being also regarded as rigid. This method, introduced by Press and Hiiller [5] has been intensively applied to crystals with cubic symmetry : CD4, p-D2, ND4Br [6] , C2D4 [7] CBr4 [8] , KOD [9] and substituted compounds of adamantane [10] . The structure of #-Nitrogen with a hexagonal symmetry has also been resolved with this formalism [10] . More In fact, two possibilities are offered according to the nature of the disorder [5] . If the disorder is threedimensional, the probability function must be expanded using cubic harmonics. The second possibility is the case of a one-dimensional disorder and whence the angular part off(r, Q) is expressed using multiple trigonometric functions of T, where T is the rotation angle around the three fold axis. The application of the three-dimensional disorder requires a large number of parameters to provide a good convergence of the structure; thus, the results of this method are not reported in this paper, and only the one-dimensional probability function will be investigated on the present work.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We start with a short description of the experiment (section 2). The theoretical background to calculate structure factors is developed in the case of static disorder (section 3) and for an orientational probability function (section 4) Relations between these two models are given in section 5. Results of the different structure refinements are given and discussed in section 6.
For the structure factor, the hexagonal system will be used. NaN03 having trigonal symmetry, the following relation between the Miller indices holds -h + k + l = 3 n. The comparison between the reciprocal lattices of the low and high temperature phases shows that the reflections of the low temperature phase with I odd vanish in the high temperature phase.
Experimental
As the aim of the experiment was to obtain a good number of parameters to allow the localization of the N03 group without giving further information about the disorder. Therefore, only the one-dimensional case will be developed. According to the T-L-S tensors, the only non-vanishing coupling term between the rotation perpendicular to the three fold axis and position of the group is S 33. Consequently, it will be supposed that only the rotation of the group perpendicular to the three-fold axis is correlated with the translation along this axis.
As in [11] , the coupled orientational probability function for the site K of the unit cell can been expressed by the following relation :
where R is the instantaneous centre of mass position of group K and r' = r -R connects an atom within the group with its centre of mass. In the present case, r' has only components perpendicular to the three-fold axis. The translational probability function for the centre of mass f T (R) is taken, as usual, to be Gaussian.
With uniaxial symmetry, it can be expressed as :
where R' = R -R' (Fig. 4) figure 6 . On this figure, the lines correspond to the calculated values in the case of the harmonic approxi- mation from relation (13 In figure 7 , the equiprobability curves, calculated from relation (4) 
